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William F. Gavin has led an incredible writing life in and out of American politics: starting his illustrious career as
speechwriter for President Richard Nixon and other political luminaries, Gavin went on to publish two well-received
novels.
The most recent addition to his impressive oeuvre is a combination memoir and writer’s companion. In
Speechwright: An Insider’s Take on Political Rhetoric, Gavin shares his extensive knowledge by meditating on good
speech writing and the characteristics of a successful speech.
Gavin’s anecdotes highlight his personal experiences and speech-crafting triumphs while on campaign trails,
in the White House, and more. Indeed, he serves up such a delicious peek behind the curtain at the political desires,
goals, and personalities of presidents and other leaders that even those with no interest in speech writing will find
Gavin’s stories educating and enlightening.
A recurrent theme in the author’s message is derived from a critic’s statement about an F. Scott Fitzgerald
novel: “It makes every mistake but one. It doesn’t fail to live.” Indeed, says Gavin, as long as a speech lives, it is in
some way getting through to its audience, fostering communication and a lasting impression. Gavin tells the reader
how he himself (with his clients’ help) makes his speeches live for those he serves.
Yet Gavin also makes a deeper observation about why speeches elicit enthusiastic, or bored, reactions from
audiences: often the message itself is false, but the audience wants very badly to believe it. Regarding a George H.
W. Bush speech, Gavin says it was “couched in eloquent phrases, almost all of them alluding to the American Dream
… But after the rhetoric had faded away and reality set in, each time the inevitable disappointment came—the
impossible dream that inspired the eloquence was, of course, just that, a dream, and impossible.”
Gavin calls for a new outlook on American speeches: “In short, what American rhetoric needs is an insistence
on our part that politicians stop trying to get us to stand up and cheer during the speech and start persuading us to sit
down and think after the speech.”
Gavin’s writing is bold, accomplished, and extremely compelling. He has a knack for making all things
beautiful, even, and perhaps especially, the stinging moments of truth about Americans and American dreams. For
those interested in speech writing, this book will be an important one to have close at hand; for those interested in
American political history and its leaders, it is indispensable.
LEIA MENLOVE (November 18, 2011)
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